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HID Outdoor - Availability Updates
Dear Valued Customer,
Today, more than 90% of our luminaire production is now LED. During the rapid adoption of LED products in lighting, we
want to ensure we communicate the most up-to-date status of our remaining HID product families (see below). In our
continuing effort to enhance our service, we are reviewing and plan to simplify our HID product offering. Over the coming
months Current, powered by GE will be delisting HID products that have demonstrated less commercial relevance in the
market, this includes SKUs with very low to non-existent sales recently and/or those that we are unable to provide
otherwise.
We have created a comprehensive list of specific products that we intend to keep active. Current does reserve the right to
amend the availability of HID products (this may include discontinuation, increased lead-times and/or minimum order
quantities) if there is a catastrophic tool failure and/or economic conditions making it unfeasible to continue to support a
certain product line; albeit this is not our intent. To avoid any potential disruption to your business due to these changes,
we ask that you take a moment to carefully review this information and determine if it may impact your customers. Please
reach out to your sales representative for additional questions regarding your specific needs.
Remaining HID Product Families (some SKUs may not be available, please reference list of available HID SKUs):
Product Category: Roadway & Infrastructure – HID (HPS Only)
Catalog Reference: M2R*, M2A*, MSC*, MSR*, MDC*, MDR*, SAM*, SAH*
Product Family: M250 Luminaire (HPS Only), M400 Luminaire (HPS Only), 201SA Luminaire (HPS Only)
Product Category: Post Top - HID (HPS Only)
Catalog Reference: T10C*, T10R*, AM8*, AM9*
Product Family: Town & Country Luminaire, Americana Luminaire
Active HID SKUs List: http://www.gelighting.com/LightingWeb/na/images/GE-HID-SKUs-List.pdf
NOTE: The file at this link will be updated if any changes in availability become necessary.
Only those listed are Fully Active. This does not indicate that the entire product family is active. Products not included on
the “Active HID” product list are considered no longer available unless stock is available. Inventory on hand will continue to
be sold while available as we assist customers transitioning to applicable product alternatives, with preference for our LED
Luminaires.
Replacement parts for delisted product lines have limited stock and may only be available while supplies last, extended lead
times may be necessary. If a product fails to meet the warranty, Current’s stated standard warranty applies. Remedy may
include Current providing a replacement product, replacement parts or refunding the purchase price. The replacement
product or part will be comparable in function.
Thank you in advance for working with Current team through this product transition period. We believe that the changes
made will enable more streamlined, efficient order processing. At Current, we truly value your business.
Best Regards,
J. Mark Henderson
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